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Automotive basics 

The need for a transmission in an automobile is a consequence of the characteristics 

of the internal combustion engine. Engines typically operate over a range of 600 to 

about 7000 rpm (though this varies, and is typically less for diesel engines), while 

the car's wheels rotate between 0 rpm and around 1800 rpm.  

Furthermore, the engine provides its highest torque and power outputs unevenly 

across the rev range resulting in a torque band and a power band. Often the greatest 

torque is required when the vehicle is moving from rest or traveling slowly, while 

maximum power is needed at high speed. Therefore, a system is required that 

transforms the engine's output so that it can supply high torque at low speeds, but 

also operate at highway speeds with the motor still operating within its limits. 

Transmissions perform this transformation.  

The dynamics of a car vary with speed: at low speeds, acceleration is limited by the 

inertia of vehicular gross mass; while at cruising or maximum speeds wind resistance 

is the dominant barrier.  

Many transmissions and gears used in automotive and truck applications are 

contained in a cast iron case, though more frequently aluminium is used for lower 

weight especially in cars. There are usually three shafts: a mainshaft, a countershaft, 

and an idler shaft.  
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The mainshaft extends outside the case in both directions: the input shaft towards 

the engine, and the output shaft towards the rear axle (on rear wheel drive cars. 

Front wheel drives generally have the engine and transmission mounted 

transversely, the differential being part of the transmission assembly.) The shaft is 

suspended by the main bearings, and is split towards the input end. At the point of 

the split, a pilot bearing holds the shafts together. The gears and clutches ride on 

the mainshaft, the gears being free to turn relative to the mainshaft except when 

engaged by the clutches.  

 

Manual 

Manual transmissions come in two basic types:  

 A simple but rugged sliding-mesh or unsynchronized/non-synchronous 

system, where straight-cut spur gear sets spin freely, and must be 

synchronized by the operator matching engine revs to road speed, to avoid 

noisy and damaging clashing of the gears 

 The now ubiquitous constant-mesh gearboxes, which can include non-

synchronised, or synchronized/synchromesh systems, where typically 

diagonal cut helical (or sometimes either straight-cut, or double-helical) gear 

sets are constantly "meshed" together, and a dog clutch is used for changing 

gears. On synchromesh boxes, friction cones or "synchro-rings" are used in 

addition to the dog clutch to closely match the rotational speeds of the two 

sides of the (declutched) transmission before making a full mechanical 

engagement. 

The former type was standard in many vintage cars (alongside e.g. epicyclic and 

multi-clutch systems) before the development of constant-mesh manuals and 

hydraulic-epicyclic automatics, older heavy-duty trucks, and can still be found in use 

in some agricultural equipment. The latter is the modern standard for on- and off-

road transport manual and automated manual transmission, although it may be 

found in many forms; e.g., non-synchronised straight-cut in racetrack or super-
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heavy-duty applications, non-synchro helical in the majority of heavy trucks and 

motorcycles and in certain classic cars (e.g. the Fiat 500), and partly or fully 

synchronised helical in almost all modern manual-shift passenger cars and light 

trucks.  

Manual transmissions can include both synchronized and unsynchronized gearing. 

For example, reverse gear is usually unsynchronised, as the driver is only expected 

to engage it when the vehicle is at a standstill. Many older (up to 1970s) cars also 

lacked synchronisation on first gear (for various reasons—cost, typically "shorter" 

overall gearing, engines typically having more low-end torque, the extreme wear on 

a frequently used first gear synchroniser ...), meaning it also could only be used for 

moving away from a stop unless the driver became adept at double-declutching and 

had a particular need to regularly downshift into the lowest gear.  

Some manual transmissions have an extremely low ratio for first gear, called a 

creeper gear or granny gear. Such gears are usually not synchronized. This feature 

is common on pick-up trucks tailored to trailer-towing, farming, or construction-site 

work. During normal on-road use, the truck is usually driven without using the 

creeper gear at all, and second gear is used from a standing start. Some off-road 

vehicles, most particularly the Willys Jeep and its descendants, also had 

transmissions with "granny first's" either as standard or an option, but this function 

is now more often provided for by a low-range transfer gearbox attached to a 

normal fully synchronized transmission.  

 

Non-synchronous 

Some commercial applications use non-synchronized manual transmissions that 

require a skilled operator. Depending on the country, many local, regional, and 

national laws govern operation of these types of vehicles (see Commercial Driver's 

License). This class may include commercial, military, agricultural, or engineering 

vehicles. Some of these may use combinations of types for multi-purpose functions. 

An example is a power take-off (PTO) gear. The non-synchronous transmission type 
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requires an understanding of gear range, torque, engine power, and multi-

functional clutch and shifter functions. Also see Double-clutching, and Clutch-brake 

sections of the main article. Float shifting is the process of shifting gears without 

using the clutch.  
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